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INTRODUCTION

Explosive vapor formation accompanied by destructive shockwaves ,
can be produced when two liquids, at much different temperatures, ar e
brought into intimate contact . A proposed analytical model l,2 states
that the interface temperature upon contact between the two liqui d
systems, gust be greater than or equal to the spontaneous nucleatio n
temperature of that liquid-liquid system and that the thermal boundar y
layer must be sufficiently developed to support a critical size cavity .
For time scales greater than 10- 12 sec, the interface temperature upo n
contact of two semi-infinite masses, with constant thermal properties ,
can be related to the initial liquid temperatures by the equati.on 3

Th +
TcJkcp cCc

/khp hCh
Ti =	 	 V	

1 + V
kc p cCc/khphCh

(I )

The spontaneous nucleation behavior at the interface can either b e
heterogeneous or homogeneous in nature . 4 In either case, the critica l
size cavities, which initiate the vaporization process, are produced b y
local density fluctuations within the cold liquid . For homogeneous
conditions, the two liquids present a well-wetted system and the vapo r
embyros are produced entirely within the cold liquid . For heterogeneous
conditions, which result from poor, or imperfect wetting, at the liquid -
liquid interface, the critical sized cavities are created at the inter -
face at somewhat lower temperatures . The homogeneous nucleation rate s
for Freon-22 at one atmosphere ere listed in Table I for various tempera-
ture levels .

A sequence of experiments, using Freon-22 and water, Freon-22 an d
mineral oil, and Freon-12 and mineral oil have been performed to tes t
this spontaneous nucleation premise, and these experiments are reporte d
in Ref . 5 . For Freon-22 at its normal boiling point, the interfac e
temperature of the water must be at least 77°C before the interfac e
temperature equals or exceeds the minimum homogeneous nucleation valu e
of 54°C (Table I) and 84°C before the interface temperature equals 60° C
where the homogeneous nucleation rate becomes truly explosive .' As
illustrated in Ref . 5, the Freon-water test demonst :ated explosive
interactions for water temperatures considerably lower than this valu e
and this was attributed to the heterogeneous nucleation characteristic s
of that particular system resulting from the poor wetting between Freo n
and water . However, the experimental data do demonstrate a definit e
threshold behavior at a water temperature of approximately 45°C, an d
this value has been observed by other experimenters with the sam e
fluids . 6 The Freon-mineral systems exhibited excellent agreement wit h
the interface temperature model where the spontaneous nucleation be -
havior was assumed to be homogeneous because of the affinity betwee n
Freons and oils .
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The applicability of the interface temperature model was inves-
tigated in Ref . 7 by varying the initial subcooling of the Freon in a
Freon-22 and water system . The intent of these experiments was to
change the interface temperature with the subcooling of the Freon an d
observe the resulting changes in the explosive behavior of the system .
The conclusion of these experiments was that the explosive behavior di d
not change with increasing Freon subcooling and hence with changing inter -
face temperature . This particular system has two inherent disadvantage s
which tend to cloud the experimental results . The first is that the
excellent thermal properties of the water, compared to those of th e
Freon, significantly reduce the sensitivity of the interface temperatur e
to Freon subcooling, and the second is that since one is already dealin g
with a poorly wetted system, the wetting characteristics can be altere d
by changing the interface temperature which in turn changes the hetero-
geneous nucleation temperature . To provide a more definitive test of the
interface temperature representation by subcooling the cold liquid, a
system of Freon-22 and mineral oil, which presents a well-wetted system ,
is utilized in this set of experiments . In addition to the bette r
wetting characteristics, the thermal conductivity, density, and specifi c
heat of the mineral oil are less than those of the water which result s
in a greater sensitivity of this particular system to changes in th e
initial subcooling of the Freon . Also, the better wetting in this
system, provided by the affinity between Freon and oil, should produc e
interface conditions which closely approximate homogeneous nucleatio n
characteristics .

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

To investigate the relative importance of the interface tempera-
ture, these experiments were conducted in two different manners . The
first was performed with the Freon initially at its normal boiling poin t
and mineral temperatures ranging from CO to 220°C in 10 degree increments ,
and the second was carried out with the mineral oil temperature hel d
constant at 190°C and decreasing Freon temperatures from -41 to -140° C
in 20 degree increments . The tests were carried out in the A frame
apparatus illustrated in Fig . 1 which is a facility similar to tha t
discussed in Ref . 5 . The principal exception between the facilities i s
tLit in this case, the interaction vessel always contained the Freon an d
the hot oil was poured into the vessel . This change in contact config-
uration has little significance when the Freon-22 is saturated, but fo r
subcooled Freon, it provides a better experimental resolution for th e
initial Freon temperatures . The oil entered the interaction vesse l
through a rubber funnel and high speed motion pictures, at 1,000 frames/sec ,
were taken of the resulting interactions along with analog recordings o f
the high re:•ponse piezoelectric transducers mounted in the vessel wal l
and the piezoelectric force transducer which supported the vessel .

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For initial mineral oil temperatures less than 130°C and initiall y
saturated Freon, no explosive interactions were observed on the hig h
speed movies or the pressure transducer recordings .
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When the initial mineral oil temperature was increased to 131°C, a
vigorous expulsion of liquid was observed and the pressure transducer s
indicated a maximum pressure of 4 atm, but the rise time, Fig . 2, was
approximately 4 msec . However a mineral oil temperature of 140°C de -
finitely provides an explosive interaction with the rise time less tha n
1 msec and the maximum interaction pressure at 6 atm as illustrated i n
Fig. 3 . Increasing interaction pressures are observed with increases i n
the mineral oil temperature . For test conditions of saturated Freon an d
oil at 180°C, a small interaction is initially observed and then a dela y
of 580 msec occurs before the large explosive event . The pressure trac e
for this run is given in Fig . 4 . The largest explosive interaction o f
the entire experimental sequence was observed with an initial oil tempera-
ture of 190°C and initially saturated Freon, and as illustrated in Fig .
5, this event developed a maximum interaction pressure of 20 atm with a n
extended decay characteristic .

The second half of the test series was conducted with constant
initial oil temperature of 190°C and decreasing Freon temperatures .
When the Freon is initially at . -60°C, a vigorous explosion was observe d
on the high speed movies and the system pressure measurements which ar e
shown in Fig . 6 . Two relatively small interactions were observed for an
initial Freon temperature of -80°C and the events were separated by 37 0
msec . For an initial Freon temperature of -100°C the interactio n
pressure was 3 atm and is shown in Fig . 7 . For initial Freon tempera-
tures of -120 and -140°C and an initial mineral temperature of 190°C n o
explosive interactions were observed by any of the system instrumentation .

DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS

The initial conclusion which can be made from this set of experi-
ments is that the explosive character of a given system can be suppres-
sed by either cooling the hot liquid below a certain value or the col d
liquid below a given level .

The original question of interest was whether the interface tem-
perature provided an accurate method for evaluating the explosive po-
tential of a given system. If a given interaction is simply considere d
as explosive or nonexplosive, regardless of its interaction pressure ,
the results can be plotted and compared to the idealized interface tem-
perature model where the temperature for sustained explosive homogeneou s
nucleation is considered to be 60°C . 2 Such a representation is shown i n
Fig . 8 and demonstrates good agreement between the regions delineated a s
explosive and nonexplosive by the proposed model . Additional experi-
mental results were taken for various initial mineral oil temperature s
and Freon temperatures, and agreement was again obtained with the inter -
face temperature spontaneous nucleation model . Some scatter is expectee
in the immediate region of the prediction as a result of changes in th e
subcooled Freon temperature when several hundred millisecond delay s
occur before the onset of explosive events . A change of 40°C can b e
expected in the bulk temperature of a 1 mm diameter drop as a result o f
film boiling heat transfer for 500 msec . A true test of the interfac e
temperature model is to compare the explosive interaction pressures as a
function of the system interface temperature as shown in Fig . 9 . Con-
sidering the broad range of thermal conditions treated, the interfac e
temperature model provides an excellent means of describing the explo-
sive characteristics of the system .
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CONCLUSIONS

These experiments in this well-wetted system demonstrate that the
interface temperature model not only allows one to predict the explosive
range of a given pair of liquids, but also enables one to correlate th e
maximum explosive pressures which could be produced by a system which
lies within the explosive limits .
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cold liquid
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hot liquid
i

	

interface
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TABLE I .

HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION

FOR FREON-22 AT 1 ATM

TEMPERATURE

		

VAPO R

PRESSURE

BAR S
o
C

	

SURFACE

	

CRITICAL

	

NUCLEATION

	

TENSION

	

CAVITY RADIUS

	

RATE
0

	

DYNES/CM

	

A

	

SITES/CM 3 SEC

WAITING

TIME

PER CM3

50 19 . 4

52 20 . 3

54 21 . 2

56 22 . 3

58 23 . 2

60 24 .3

	

4 .71

	

49

	

3 .9 x 10-1
8

	

4 .46

	

44

	

2 .0 x 10-6

	

4 .22

	

40

	

2,4 x 103

	

3 .97

	

36

	

7 .2 x 1010

	

3 .73

	

32

	

1 .6 x 10 16

	

3 .49

	

29

	

3 .7 x 1020

8 X log YR S

5 .8 DAYS

400,G .SEC

10-11 SEC

6 x 10 -17 SE C

3 x 10-21 SEC



FIG . 1 . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/6

Board

	

1 . Some of your explosions are below your threshold lin e

when you take into account heat transfer during the dwell ,

the oil will cool more than the Freon warms up, because

a) the Freon is in exces s
b) the Freon evaporate s

Thus the points will move further away from the line if yo u

total account of these effects, not clear as you suggest .
2. There appear to be two threshold temperatures for Freon/oil -

130°C for low pressure explosions, and 180°C for high pressure

events. Doesn't this suggest the situation is more complex

than your criterion ?
3. You havn't explained the water results. If there is hetero-

geneous nucleate and water/Freon does not wet well, why

is there a threshold at 76°C, and why should this threshol d

be independent of the subcooling? Surely the contact angl e

doesn't happen to vary with subcooling in just the right way
to give a constant threshold temperature ?

Henry

	

1 . In subcooled film boiling, there is no net production o f

vapor. Therefore, local vaporization can still result i n

sensible heat within the freon which explains the scatter i n

the immédiate region of the prediction .

2. A summation of all Freon-22 results show no evidence of a
double threshold, rather a smooth increase in interactio n

pressures from the threshold at 130°C up to the maximu m

interaction values .

3. We are not contending that the water-freon results are in -

dependent of subcooling . The water-freon system is very

insensitive to large changes in freon temperature .

The system used in this sequence is much more sensitiv e

to such changes .

Cronenberg

	

Will you be looking at systems where solidification will occur-- -

that is certainly wetting characteristics for liquid-liquid systems
would be different than that for an initially liquid-liquid system
that changes to a solid-liquid system, --- this certainly could b e

the case for UO2 and Na .

Henry

	

We hope to include this in our future program .

Wright

	

There results show dramatically the significance of the spon-
taneous nucleation threshold in the pouring mode of contact .
However all LMFBR safety accident conditions are not necessaril y

in the pouring mode of contact. One obvious example is the

sodium - in prompt burst case, which will be investigated .

There may be some others . However, it is impossible to prov e
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experimentally a null hypothesis . But we need to keep looking
at potential candidate energetic interaction modes .

Henry

	

We are currently investigating other contacting modes .

Holtbecker 1 . These experiments have shown that homogeneous nucleatio n
temperature is indeed a very important physical parameter .

Have you done any work to quantify theoretically the result s
in terms of efficiency or other ?

2. Could you imagine that efficiencies could be sensibly lowe r
but not negligible if you provide efficient mixing but without
starting with homogeneous nucleation temperature ?

Henry

	

1 . The explosions observed in these tests have efficiencie s

which begin with a very low value at the threshold value of
130°C and achieve a maximum in the range of 180 - 190°C.
This maximum efficiency is order of magnitude O . 1 .

2 . We have never observed any significant interactions whe n
the interface temperature criterion is not satisfied .

Akiyama

	

Several experimental data, at least ours using small amount of-

freon and ample water, seem to show rather continuous peak
pressure spectrum against the interface temperature, showin g
a slightly different trend to the threshold concept . So, I'd like
to know how the explosive region and the non-explosive one
given in the author's slide could be separated sharply . In other
words, what is the definition of the terms explosive and non -
explosive ?

Is any pressure value used as a criterion ?

Henry Indeed the peak pressure spectrum is continuous from the mini -
mum interactions to the maximum condition. This particular
behavior is also predicted by the interface temperature mode l
as well . However, the change in interaction pressures is quit e
dramatic for a very small change in temperature, and this i s
then termed a "threshold" . For mineral oil temperatures les s
than 130°C, no overpressures are measured, but when the
temperature is increased to 140°C, an overpressure of severa l
atmospheres is measured and this event has a rise time of 1 milli -
sec which is comparable with the acoustic relief time of th e
system.
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